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Careers in Mycology Panel

PATTY

Pronouns: she/her
Twitter: @queendom_fungi
Patty is a mycologist and Visiting Assistant
Professor at Bard College. Her research focuses
fungal taxonomy, diversity and ecology,
particularly of the less studied groups such as
the Laboulbeniales. Patricia also studies
philosophy of science and feminist bioscience,
exploring how mycology and other scientific
disciplines are situated in and informed by our
sociopolitical landscape.

Pronouns: He/him/his
Twitter: @CedricEndophyte
Cedric is from the Republic of Congo and

currently is a PhD student at the University of

Minnesota. His research looks at the impact of
environmental factors on endophytic fungi

associated with grasses at both the community
and population level. He is specifically

interested in endophytic fungal community
assembly, their adaptation to extreme

environments and the factors affecting the

evolution of plant-endophyte interactions. Both
community outreach and social justice are

important to Cedric. He serves as the treasurer

of the Mycology Club at UM and as member of

the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee for
the Plant and Microbial Biology program. On a
more fun side, his passions include African

politics, dance, spicy food, hiking, and craft
brews.
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Careers in Mycology Panel

LLUVIA

Pronouns: she/her
Twitter: @FungalRain
Lluvia is a Biotechnology engineer that graduated from
ITSON (Instituto Tecnológico de Sonora, México) in 2011.
She got her Master and PhD degrees in Life Sciences, with
a major in Microbiology at CICESE (Centro de
Investigación Científica y de Educación Superior de
Ensenada) in 2013 and 2019 respectively. She was a
Postdoctoral Scholar at CICESE and will start soon a
Postdoctoral Scholar position at OSU (Oregon State
University) in Corvallis. Her research has focused on the
ecology of fungi, mostly on the description of fungal
communities using data from NGS (Next Generation
Sequencing), and elucidating the potential biotic and
abiotic drivers affecting their diversity and distribution in
extreme environments such as arid-semiarid soils and
deep-sea sediments.

Twitter: @joaofungo
João is an Assistant Curator in Mycology at
The New York Botanical Garden. João's
interest is related to insect-associated fungi,
especially taxonomy, systematics and
evolutionary ecology. Currently, João is
working on the diversity and evolution of
Japanese and Amazonian entomopathogenic
and endosymbiont fungi. João's typical
approach is to combine fundamental
taxonomic science with natural history, field
work, evolutionary biology, microscopy and
photography. João is also interested in
Scientific Illustration and Science
communication through the arts.
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JOÃO

MSA Student Spotlight
Autumn Anglin

Colorado and Florida

Current research location
In Oregon with Willamette Valley
Mushroom Society through WVMS
Funga citizen scientist study
group
I am an artist and make ceramics
as well as a graphic designer,
book illustrator, photographer
and web designer.
Current project description
We are vouchering specimens of
fungi and having then sequenced
to show the biodiversity of fungi
in our area.
What is your favorite fungus
and why?
My favorite fungi are the little
black cup Ascomycetes. I always
find them when I am out and
have discovered a new species!
Some of my favorites are the
Donidina nigrella, Urnula
padeniana, and Pseudoplectania
vogesiaca.
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If you would like to
be spotlighted on our
website and in future
newsletters, please fill
out this form!

Which awards would you like
to brag about?
I was recently acknowledged in
my first scientific publication for
the work I am doing with the
University of Florida’s Pezizales
study! Read it here.
What are your career
goals/plans for after you’re
done with your current
position?
Right now I am the Vice
President of the Willamette
Valley Mushroom Society and
mentor in the study group. I
would like to take my career
further and find a place that will
teach me how to do experiments
with fungi and be part of more
research projects.
What is your favorite
fact/thing about fungi?
I love the connections fungi
bring to everything. I have been
studying the ectomycorrhizal
fungi since I read Suzanne
Simard’s Finding the Mother
Tree. Looking at the forest as a
who organism is my new
favorite thing.
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Who is your mycology role
model?
Candy Raper since I am on the
same life path. I have to raise my
kids before starting a career and
just like her, I will be so excited to
work with and discover new
things about fungi.
Any great stories from field
work?
I was giving a class to a bunch of
middle schoolers in January. I was
talking about chemical reactions
and fungi and told them about
the Tapinella atrotomentosa fungi
and how it reacts with ammonia
and stains purple. One of the kids
asked me if I had ever peed on a
mushroom to see if it turned
purple. I thought that was
hilarious and may have to try it.
Anything else you’d like to say?
I would love to connect with
people who are doing fungi
research and even get a job or
further my career in Fungi. I am
creating a DNA sequencing lab in
my studio and would love to
connect with people to help build
the foundation in kingdom fungi.

Help fund a mycology/lichenology lab in Armenia
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Resources
Mycological Society of America
MSA memership portal and renewal
MSA awards

Student and Postdoc Section
Mycology colloquium signup form
Student spotlight signup form
Mycology group spotlight signup form
Musings and Mycologists (MnMs) nomination form
Photos of the month submission form
MSA SPS swag

Check out our new merch here!

MSA SPS Social Media
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